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LSLC event - Piracy II 

Shipowners’ and charterers’ concerns regarding their contractual 

obligations 

15 March 2010 

Charterparty Issues: 

The legal backdrop, CONWARTIME, and the new piracy clauses

Sara Cockerill, Essex Court Chambers

Relevant context for charterparty issues:

o Construction:  

ICS v WBBS: admissible factual background. 

The factual position in the Gulf of Aden

Owner specific factors.

Issues to date

o Safe port

Needs to be prospectively safe for “the particular ship to reach it, use it and 

return from it without, in the absence of some abnormal occurrence, being exposed to 

danger which cannot be avoided by good navigation and seamanship” The Eastern City

[1958] 2 Lloyd's Rep.  127

Safe in her set up as a port to enter remain and depart so long as well and 

carefully handled: Denning in The Evia (No 2) [1983] 1 AC 736

Can the threat of piracy render a port unsafe? Theoretically yes: The Saga 

Cob [1992] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 545 per Diamond QC, CA

Diamond QC:

o foreseeable risk then that risk is characteristic of the port 

o Where: port itself or in the approach to it

CA:  held question didn’t arise on the facts

Playing for time: The Houda [1994] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 541

Conclusion
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o Reasonable dispatch/agreed route

The questions: “Can the owner refuse to prosecute the voyage? What orders are the 

time-charterers entitled to give?  Could the master change route? Would it be deviation, 

if he did? What about voyage charters?”

Starting point – obligation on Master to take the quickest and shortest 

route to the destination port, even if no specific route in the charter: Hill 

Harmony [2001] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 147

Time charter obligation to make vessel available to the charterer and 

follow directions as regards employment, Clause 8 NYPE subject to 

indemnity against consequences Island Archon [1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 388, 

[1994] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 227, express indemnity under Baltime

Usual v quickest: Can one say CGH is “usual” and therefore OK?

Time Charters (at paragraph 18.2) “Usually the shortest route will also be 

the quickest, but where the two diverge, the framing of the obligation in terms of 

time (“despatch”) requires that the quickest route be selected”.

Hill Harmony (at page 156-7), 

Exception: master may refuse to follow orders or to proceed with 

reasonable despatch in order to ensure the safety of the vessel, her crew 

and cargo: 

Hill Harmony p 160 “The master remains responsible for the safety of the 

vessel, her crew and cargo. If an order is given compliance with which exposes 

the vessel to a risk which the owners have not agreed to bear, the master is 

entitled to refuse to obey it; indeed, as the safe port cases show, in extreme 

situations the master is under an obligation not to obey the order.”

Portsmouth Steamship v Liverpool & Glasgow Salvage Association (1929) 

34 LL L Rep 459: master entitled to follow orders “within the limits of 

obviously grave danger”

Summary:

Time charter: obligation of utmost dispatch + obligation to follow 

orders

Voyage charter: obligation of utmost dispatch

Subject only to responsibility for safety of ship crew and cargo
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o Conwartime/Voywar 2004 – take piracy into account 

Conwartime:

1993: “War Risks” shall include....acts of piracy...by any person, body, 

terrorist or political group...which, in the reasonable judgment of the Master 

and/or Owners, may be dangerous or are likely to be or to become dangerous to 

the Vessel, her cargo, crew or other persons on board the Vessel.”

2004: “War Risks” shall include any actual, threatened or 

reported:....acts of piracy.”

There is a decision which has to be made by Master:  “it appears that the 

Vessel...in the reasonable judgment of the Master and/or the Owners, may be,

or are likely to be … dangerous”

Aspects:

the war risks must “appear” to the Master and/or Owners, 

what “may be” or “are likely to be” the risks in the “reasonable” 

judgment of those people

(cf   wording of Voywar 1950). 

Is this an objective or subjective test?

The Product Star (No 2)[1991] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 468, [1993] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 397,

Clause 40 Beepeetime 2: “be considered by the Master or Owners in his or 

their discretion dangerous ...”

Legatt LJ page 404:- “Where A and B contract with one another to confer a 

discretion on A, that does not render B subject to A’s uninhibited whim. In my 

judgment, the authorities show that not only must the discretion be exercised 

honestly and in good faith but, having regard to the provisions of the contract by 

which it is conferred, it must not be exercised arbitrarily, capriciously or 

unreasonably. That entails a proper consideration of the matter after making 

any necessary enquiries.”

Relevance to CONWARTIME? - the wording is different.  

Does it have to be “reasonable between the parties?”

See Lewis J in Government of the Republic of Spain v North of England SS. 

Co (1938) 61 Ll..Rep. 44 at pp 58 to 58: “the discretion must not be 

exercised in an arbitrary and unreasonable manner …”

Deterioration since charter concluded?  The Product Star (No.2)

Legatt LJ (at pages 404 to 405) “For the purpose of construing 

"dangerous" in cl. 40 the common intention that the vessel should trade to 

UAE ports is relevant to the reasonableness of refusal by the owners to proceed 

there. Clause 10 gave the charterers the right to order the vessel to Ruwais. 

Since cl. 40, even though strictly speaking not an exceptions clause, was a 

provision for the owners' benefit, it was, as is accepted, for them to show that 

they were entitled to invoke it. Although at the time when the charter-party was 

made the whole of the Gulf, including UAE waters, constituted a war risk 

zone, the owners were, by the combination of cll. 10, 40(2) and 50, accepting 
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that in the circumstances prevailing at the date of the charterparty the risks of 

proceeding to UAE ports and loading there were not such as they would 

consider "dangerous", so as to render the discretion under cl. 40(2) exercisable. 

... They were only entitled to object in the event that the risks had so far 

increased that in their discretion they considered such voyages to have become 

dangerous. That any increase in the nature or extent of the risks might be 

difficult to perceive, define or prove goes only to the difficulties besetting owners 

under this charter if they wished to invoke cl. 40(2) successfully”

Specific to the facts? 

o Voyage Charterers paragraph 26.35

o Time Charters 6th edition 2008 paragraph 37.113, “The 

court also held in the circumstances of that case the 

owners could not effectively invoke Clause 40(2) in respect of a 

degree of danger that already existed at the time the charter was 

entered into” (emphasis added) 

What does The Product Star (No.2) show? 

Conclusion: under Conwartime does an owner have to prove that the war 

risks in question have altered in kind or increased significantly from the 

risks existing at the time of the charter or contemplated as likely to be 

encountered in its performance before they can invoke the 

CONWARTIME clauses under consideration?  

Query:  Owner specific factors? Eg past history of attack cf. Bunge Melati 

Dua
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o Precautions and convoys: Who pays the expenses?

Voyage charter: Georges Christos Lemos [1991] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 107 – the trade 

for which the vessel was voyage chartered was fixed in advance, there were 

no grounds for implying a term which would shift the risks of that trade to 

the charterers

Time charter: Island Archon?

Or is it part of what Owners must provide to equip vessel for the voyage?

o Seaworthiness

“For a vessel to be seaworthy she and her equipment must be reasonably fit to withstand 

the perils which may foreseeably be encountered on the voyage.” Cooke Voyage 

Charters paragraph 11.18;

“The ship must have that degree of fitness which an ordinary careful owner would 

require his vessel to have at the commencement of her voyage having regard to all the 

probable circumstances of it. Would a prudent owner have required that it (sc the defect) 

be made good before sending his ship to sea, had he known of it?”: F.C. Bradley & 

Sons Ltd. v. Federal Steam Navigation Co., (1926) 24 Ll.L.Rep 446 at p. 454;

The vessel must be “reasonably fit to encounter the ordinary perils that might be 

expected on a voyage at that season.” Alfred Toepfer v Tossa Marine [1985] 2 Lloyd's 

Rep. 325, Scrutton on Charterparties: p. 97;

Seaworthiness is not an absolute concept; it is relative to the nature of the 

ship, to the particular voyage and even to the particular stage of the voyage 

on which the ship is engaged. (Mr. Justice Moore-Bick in The Fjord Wind,

[1999] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 307 at p. 315 (approved by Lord Justice Clarke at 

[2000] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 191 at p. 197.

Foreseeable/probable/expected?

Aspects: 

Crew 

Voyage plan 

Security systems/personnel

Voyage Charters:  eg. Gencon Cl.2 subjects Owners to liability only for 

"…personal want of due diligence…to make the vessel in all respects seaworthy and to 

secure that she is properly manned, equipped and supplied or by the personal act or 

default of the Owners…."
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o Off-hire issues if attacked:

Is the vessel off hire because:

Clause uses the words “whatsoever” after “or by any other cause” –

: Laconian Confidence [1997] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 139

Should have exercised good seamanship and refused to follow 

charterers orders which endangered safety of ship and cargo–

Deficiency of men if crew taken off vessel: cf illness: Royal Greek 

Government v Minister of Transport 1947 81 LlL Rep 359/(1948) 82 LL 

L Rep 196 at 199

o Frustration:

An event “which so significantly changes the nature (not merely the expense or 

onerousness) of the outstanding contractual rights and/or obligations from what the 

parties could reasonably have contemplated at the time of execution that it would be 

unjust to hold them to the literal sense of its stipulations in the new circumstances.” 

National Carriers v Panalpina [1981] AC 675 per Lord Simon

Turns of the facts but see statistics re usual period of detention 

Time charter : Port Line v Ben Line steamers [1958] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 290

Voyage charter
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Emerging issues: Bimco and Intertanko clauses on piracy

o 3 new Bimco clauses

Time charter clause – issued March 2009 revised November 2009

Single voyage clause: November 2009

Consecutive voyages/COA clause November 2009

o Intertanko – time and voyage December 2008 

Time charter

Owners not obliged to proceed if Master or owners determine 

(no reasonable judgment provision)

No dealing with whether at time of charter or afterwards

Vessel to remain on hire, charterers to indemnify for costs

Vessel also remains on hire if detained by pirates

Voyage charter

Owners entitled to reroute or take preventative measures if the 

“determine that the vessel ... may be exposed to the risk of acts of piracy” on

the usual route

Charterers to pay extra freight at demurrage rate, and all other 

costs

Balance very much pro Owners

o Bimco March 2009

Framework Conwartime

Covers:

Owners obligation to follow charterers orders

Right to refuse to proceed if risk adjudged to be too great

Allocation of costs for additional security measures if owners 

agree to proceed into a risk area

Effect on hire if detained by pirates

Owners entitled to avoid risk area if reasonably decide risk 

unacceptable – regardless of when the risk became unacceptable

Costs for Charterers

Vessel remains on hire throughout any piracy event

Therefore quite similar to Intertanko

o Problems: 

low take up

other clauses preferred eg Cargill 'Gulf of Aden Clause',

gives charterers the right to order the vessel to transit via the Suez 

Canal. However, it excludes liability for: "loss, delay or expense arising 

from the capture/seizure....... detention or threatened detention .... by third 

parties which shall always include but not be limited to acts of piracy during 

the performance of lawful voyages."
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vessel on hire, but only for a maximum of 60 days, after which 

the obligation for charterers to pay will cease. 

not restricted to the acts of 'pirates', but covers those of 'third 

parties'. (see position off Nigerian Coast) 

o Bimco Time charter version 2:

Background in Special circular No 2 Nov 2009

Framework Conwartime

Aim to consolidate into a single provision the contractual position of the 

parties in relation to the threat of piracy

Original March version said to be too slanted to Owners because default 

position on hire throughout detention

Also picks up the “piracy” definition issue

Result:

Retains owners right to avoid a risk area where sufficient real 

danger of pirate attack

Operates restrictively – must be made on the basis of his own 

vessel taking into account characteristics such as speed free board, 

time of transit and security measures

Cap on hire if vessel detained after 90 days – but not off hire –

obligations towards vessel remain intact, only obligation to pay 

hire suspended

Broadens scope of definition of piracy – original definition felt to 

be too restrictive – now extends to violent robbery – so as to 

cover politically motivated brigands in Nigerian waters who by 

virtue of political aspect would normally fall outside piracy 

definition

Applies regardless of state of play at time of charter – to avoid the 

product start 2 debate

Owners right to take reasonable preventative measures – inc 

rerouting, convoys, escorts security personnel or equipment, also 

to follow underwriters directions, local govt advice, or owners 

govt advice and UN Security Council orders and 

o charterers to indemnify for costs of this, additional 

insurance, crew bonus

o NB additional insurance not intended to include K&R –

but whether will be argued it does?

Consecutive Voyage charter/COA clause

Closely modelled on Time charterparty version

Key difference while under time charter vessel under orders and 

directions of charterers, and therefore felt fair they bear costs 

related to piracy arising out of their orders felt in consecutive 

voyage/COA scenario would be more equitable if costs shared 

between owners and charterers
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Therefore owners can take an alternative route if the risk of pirate 

attack is judged to be unacceptable –

o Like Time charter clause applies regardless of whether risk 

existed at time of the charter being entered into 

o Freight will be adjusted – charterers to pay extra based on 

a percentage of extra distance over the customary route

If they proceed 

o Can use corridors, or re route within the area

o Can implement physical security measures/employ

security personnel

o The cost of any measures to reduce risk and extra 

insurance is to be shared between the parties equally

If seized charterers to pay half demurrage rate for the period of 

the seizure

Single voyage charter

Major difference with other clauses – retains focus on position at 

time of charter – so owners not entitled to invoke if risk existed at 

time of the charter being concluded: “It would be inequitable if the 

owners were able to fix a voyage charter party on agreed terms knowing the 

existing level of risk of piracy attack along the intended route only to elect to 

take an alternative route once the voyage began”

No alternative routing agreement 

Therefore focus on significant change in risk after conclusion of 

charter and deemed an unacceptable risk.  In such circumstances 

owners may elect to take an alternative route or proceed along the 

customary route.  Whatever they do it is their risk and they take 

the consequences in risk and costs

Only risk on charterers is to indemnify against consequences of 

issuance of bills of lading with more onerous terms


